Abstract
Introduction

43
Human cortex contains numerous areas with topographic representations of the visual world 44 (Wandell et al., 2007; Silver and Kastner, 2009 ). What does each one of these cortical areas do? 45 At least two major divergent approaches to this general question have been taken to understand 46 areas in the ventral visual pathway which is thought to be involved in object vision and perception (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982; Goodale and Milner, 1992) . (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962) . This approach has led to computational 53 participated in 9 functional sessions and shown 1785 images-a subset of those shown to S1. Our 136 analyses used the 1785 images shown to both subjects. 138 We recorded physiological data to reduce noise artifacts. Respiration measurements from a 139 pressure sensor and pulse oximeter data were used for retrospective estimation and correction in 140 k space (Hu et al., 1995) . tSENSE (Kellman et al., 2001 ) acceleration artifacts were removed 141 with notch filtering using mrTools. No slice time correction or spatial smoothing was performed.
137
MRI data preprocessing
142
We corrected head motion using standard approaches (Nestares and Heeger, 2000).
143
Visual area definitions 144 We collected one retinotopic session for each subject (Gardner et al. to the calcarine sulcus. Preferred angle and eccentricity for each voxel were estimated using a
148
Fourier-based analysis and projected on the gray matter surface.
149
We used 6 runs for our retintopic area definitions. Two runs of both clockwise and counter-150 clockwise wedges were used and one run each of expanding and contracting rings. In each run 151 we collected 168 volumes (24 volumes per cycle, 10.5 cycles). We discarded the first half cycle to 152 minimize visual adaptation effects. While maintaining fixation, subjects performed a staircased 153 two-alternative forced choice contrast discrimination task at fixation to maintain alertness.
154
Similar preprocessing was performed on the retinotopic sessions as the main experiment.
155
After preprocessing, we time reversed (2 volume offset to correct for hemodynamic lag and 156 improve SNR) the counter-clockwise runs and averaged together these runs with the clockwise 
211
We used 3 identical response normalization stages as Krizhevsky et al. (2012) . For a given unit a i x,y representing the activation of channel i at spatial position x, y, the normalized output is defined as,
where n is the number of channels in the same spatial location to normalize across, and N is the were initiated from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 0.01. We 247 manually reduced the learning rate of the procedure an order of magnitude when we observed 248 the log-probability on the testing-set no longer decreased. Three such reductions in learning 249 rate were performed. We terminated the fitting procedure upon observing further reductions 250 in learning rate did not produce any additional decrements in the log-probability. The final procedure is not gradient-based, making it somewhat less optimal in any given training regime.
266
These properties make HMAX a reasonable intermediate control between our V1-like control 267 model and our CNN. To give the HMAX model the best possible chance to perform, we pre-268 trained the model using the stimulus images used to evaluate the model (for which we have 269 BOLD data). This is in contrast to our CNN which was never trained on any images shown to 270 our human subjects (or even any synthetic, 3D generated images).
271
Representational dissimilarity matrices 272 We computed representational dissimilarity matrices (RDMs), 
Results
362
We optimized a convolutional neural network model for object recognition on a challenging 
489
We found that training on object recognition performance was sufficient to drive representational 490 similarity between the model and the human visual system suggesting that model performance
491
and not the specific model architecture was the important factor. Indeed previous analyses 
764
The pooling stages represent pooling layers 1 through 3 which were used in our main analyses. 
